We achieve fine tuning of graphene effective doping by applying ultrahigh pressures (> 10 2
Introduction
Reaching ultrahigh pressures always implies an immense experimental challenge. The most common device employed is the diamond anvil cell, [1] where two opposing diamond polished tips compress a submillimeter-sized sample. Diamond anvil cells can typically reach pressures of 100-200 GPa, and maximum values as high as 750 GPa may be obtained by employing special cells. [2] The extraordinary strength, stiffness and high flexibility [3] of graphene make it an ideal material to withstand ultrahigh pressure. [4] Indeed, these outstanding mechanical properties have already proved to be a promising route to induce chemical reactions on molecules trapped by graphene. [5] In this work, we have taken advantage of these properties to perform controlled local modifications of graphene deposited on SiO 2 substrates. We achieve ultrahigh pressures by means of Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM), using cantilevers with diamond tips. This simple experimental set up, which can be considered as the nanotechnology version of a diamond anvil cell, has allowed us to reach pressures well above 40 GPa.
[6]
Our results shed light on the adhesion of graphene on SiO 2 /Si substrates, a paramount issue for both fundamental understanding and technological applications. By applying ultrahigh pressures, we have tuned the adsorption strength, an important factor controlling graphene electronic properties. [7] We have used this method to create selected areas in graphene on suggests a well-controlled platform to develop new ultrahigh pressure chemistry at the nanoscale; and opens a simple way to experimental tuning of the electronic properties of van der Waals heterostructures such as twisted bilayer graphene and related systems.
[7c, 8] 
Results
Achieving controlled local high pressures with AFM is technically remarkably simple.
Typical commercial diamond AFM tip radii are in the range of 10 -100 nm. Thus the tipsample contact region can be seen as a nano-anvil cell, where ultrahigh pressures can be readily achieved with forces in the µN range (see Experimental section).
We deposited graphene flakes by microexfoliation on 300 nm SiO 2 /Si substrates.
Inspection by optical microscopy allowed us to locate single layer graphene areas, which were later corroborated by Raman spectroscopy [9] (Figure 1) . Figure 1a shows an optical microscopy image of a graphene representative flake with several monolayer terraces.
Raman spectra acquired in the different regions of the flake corroborate the thickness of each of the terraces. Figure 1b shows a Raman spectrum acquired in a monolayer region.
The sharp 2D peak shape and the ratio intensity between G and 2D peaks confirm that it corresponds to a single-layer terrace. Additionally, the absence of a D peak indicates that only a negligible number of defects is present on the graphene layer, as expected for flakes produced by microexfoliation.
The procedure to modify areas under ultrahigh pressures involves the following steps:
firstly, we carry out a non-invasive gentle AFM image of the flake in dynamic mode. Then, we bring the tip into contact mode and apply a load corresponding to a given pressure on a selected area (see Experimental section). We scan the area twice under these ultrahighpressure conditions: typically, we scan the area in the slow scan direction from the top to the bottom, and after reaching it, from there to the top. Finally, we bring back the tip to dynamic mode and acquire a new topography image. Figure 1c shows the upper right corner region of the flake shown in Figure 1a , where we modified several 600 x 600 nm 2 areas in monolayer terraces at different pressures, starting from 13 GPa and up to 40 GPa. Figure S1 in the Supporting Information (SI) presents modified areas of different sizes and shapes, confirming the robustness of our procedure as we are not limited to small areas.
From Figure 1d it can be seen that, for pressures below 13 GPa, we did not modify the graphene area. From 16 to 25 GPa, the height in the topography images observed within the modified areas decreased by ~1 nm. For pressures in the range of 29 to 37 GPa, the modified areas' height was lowered by an additional ~0.3 nm, such that the maximum displacement was ~1.3 nm. Finally, for pressures higher than 40 GPa the graphene sheet broke and the tip induced irreversible damage in the underlying SiO 2 . We performed similar modifications directly on the SiO 2 substrate, without graphene (see Figure S2 ). In this case, we did not modify the SiO 2 substrate up to pressure values of ~25 GPa (the tip swept some debris from the scanned area but its depth did not change). For higher pressures, it was clearly modified when compared to graphene-covered SiO 2 , pointing out the abilities of graphene as a wear protection coating.
[10] It is worth mentioning that the effect of the pressure-induced modifications in the graphene/SiO 2 sample were irreversible and stable over time. We found similar height profiles before and after keeping the sample under ambient conditions for four months (see Figure S3 ). In order to study the physical properties of the modified regions, we carried out an analysis using Raman spectroscopy and Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM). In Figure 2 we report the Raman spectra and KPFM profiles of the modified regions of Figure 1 ; further experimental results are provided in the SI ( Figure S4-S6 ). Figure 2a shows the evolution of the G and 2D peaks within the modified areas up to 37 GPa: a clear non-rigid shift of the peaks and changes in width and intensity are observed. Interestingly, no D peak appeared upon ultrahigh pressure modifications ( Figure S6 ), indicating that scanning at high pressure does not generate defects within the Raman sensitivity threshold, (typical maximum distance between defects of ∼ 20 nm). [11] The evolution of the G and 2D peaks' line-shape and position, and the measured I(2D)/I(G) ratio ( Figure S5 ), [12] indicate a p-doping effect, in very good agreement with the reported hole doping of graphene through gated transistor configurations. [12] [13] Figure 2b (see also Figure S4 ) presents KPFM profiles of the modified areas. KPFM is a standard technique used to characterize doping in two-dimensional materials (see
Experimental section for details). A clear reduction of the Contact Potential Difference (CPD)
with increasing pressure can be observed, indicating that the Fermi level shifts down with respect to the Dirac cone vertex as the applied pressure increases. This observation is compatible with a pressure-dependent hole doping due to a charge transfer effect, [14] and is also in excellent agreement with the Raman observations. We obtained additional insights about the charge transfer between graphene and substrate by analyzing the observed CPD.
Its variation can be converted into a variation in the Fermi level using the following expression: [15] ‫ܧ∆‬ ி ൌ ݁∆ܸ
where e is the elementary charge. Given the Fermi level shift, the variation of the carrier concentration in the graphene modified areas can be estimated as: [16] ∆݊
where ℏ is the Planck constant, and v F is the Fermi velocity (|v F | = 10 6 m s -1 ). Figure 2c displays a multiple axis chart where we plotted the I(2D)/I(G) ratio (red triangles, left axis), the graphene-SiO 2 distance variation (black inverted triangles, right black axis) and the Fermi level shift (blue crosses, right blue axis) as functions of the applied pressure. Figure 2d shows the variation of the Fermi level as a function of the variation in the graphene-substrate distance. Finally, Figure 2e presents the 2D/G intensity ratio as a function of the variation of the electron concentration. It can be observed that the 2D/G intensity ratio and the Fermi level shift present a similar dependence with increasing pressure, being both proportional to the graphene-SiO 2 distance variation within the modified areas. The results obtained are in good agreement with conventional graphene doping achieved using interface engineering, [16] chemical approaches, [17] thermal annealing and gas flow experiments, [7b] electrostatic gating, [12] [13] [14] or combinations of such techniques. [18] In our experiments, the pressure applied to graphene produces a tunable decrease in the graphene-substrate distance, and therefore an increase of the coupling to the substrate, resulting in a tunable doping level of selected areas with nanometer precision. Figure 3c shows a series of C 1s peaks corresponding to different applied pressures in the areas shown in Figure 3a and 3b, taken in the micro spot spectroscopic mode. The binding energy (284.75 eV) and shape of the pristine (0 GPa) graphene peak confirm the good quality of the graphene under study (see also Figure S7 and Table S1 ), when compared to values obtained for graphene on SiO 2 or SiC. [19] Figure 3c highlights that after applying ultrahigh pressure, the C 1s peaks present a rigid shift to lower The contrast is in part due to the shift of the C 1s peak, as the image is tuned to the maximum of the C 1s peak in the pristine graphene. However, an inspection of the C 1s core levels in Figure 3c shows that also the absolute intensity of the C 1s peaks decreases by ∼ 10%, suggesting that the modified areas present a lower density of C atoms (see also Table   S1 in the SI). This may indicate that graphene has an initial corrugation that is ironed out because of the ultrahigh pressure applied by the diamond tip. 
Discussion
In order to explain the permanent changes in the height of the graphene flakes and the modification of the doping level observed in the experiments, we suggest that strong covalent bonds between graphene and the substrate are formed when ultrahigh pressure is applied.
No doping effect is observed in few layer graphene areas (see Figure S9 ), presumably due to the weak interlayer coupling and the absence of bonds between carbon layers. Beyond van der Waals attraction, short-range interactions between graphene and defects in SiO 2 have indeed been shown as the origin of the naturally occurring ultrastrong adhesion between these two surfaces. [20] This idea of covalent bonding is inspired by the phase with this technique allow better sealing of graphene blisters, reflected in a significant drop of the leak rates. [23] This confirms that graphene is brought into hard contact with the SiO 2 substrate and that its adhesion is significantly increased.
In order to verify our hypothesis, we carried out further studies of the graphene SiO 2 system. Firstly, we checked for the presence of chemically modified carbon atoms in our graphene sample, analyzing the line shape of the C 1s core levels shown in Figure 3 (see Experimental section and Figure S8 ). The line shape of the C 1s peak coming from pristine single-layer graphene presents a width (FWHM) ranging between 0.88 and 1.07 eV, depending on the specific flake probed ( Figure S7 ). The asymmetry found in all cases is α = 0.14. In the modified areas, a visual analysis of the C 1s line shape does not show any significant change (Figure 3c ), besides the shift of the peak. As a first step, we tried to fit the C 1s line shape using a single component with the same parameters found for pristine graphene. This gives rise to the largest component shown in Figure 3d reported for C atoms in sp 3 hybridization induced in graphene range from 0.8 eV [24] to 1.0 eV [19c] (in both cases possibly bound to H), to be compared with a standard core level shift of 0.8-0.9 eV between C 1s in graphite and diamond.
[25] C 1s from graphene bound to other species has much larger core level shifts: 2.1 eV (C-O-C), 3.7 eV (C=O), 5.1 eV (O-C=O), [26] or 1.7 eV for C-OH. [27] Since the binding energy shift of the second component was 1.03 eV, we conclude that the second component observed is compatible with carbon atoms in sp 3 hybridization.
Theoretical simulations support the hypothesis suggested by the experimental results.
Looking at the graphene SiO 2 coupling mechanism reported in the existing literature, we face a puzzling scenario. According to some authors, [28] the interaction between graphene and SiO 2 should be weak and exclusively induced by van der Waals forces, with graphene stabilized at around 3 Å from the SiO 2 surface without any appreciable charge transfer (physisorption). Other authors [29] conclude that strong covalent bonds between the C atoms and the substrate atoms are formed (chemisorption), and, as a consequence, the Dirac cone structure is lost. Finally, both covalent bonding and physisorption of graphene on SiO 2 are suggested in other works. [30] To shed some additional light on the binding mechanism, we carried out DFT-based simulations of adsorption of graphene on SiO 2 with two main goals:
firstly, to clarify whether or not it is possible to induce the formation of covalent bonds between the graphene atoms and the SiO 2 atoms by applying ultrahigh pressure; and secondly, to estimate a minimum number of covalent bonds needed to maintain the graphene flake strongly coupled to the surface.
Instead of a classical DFT adsorption study, we run hundreds of geometry optimizations, using extreme starting positions, looking for local minima in the configuration space in which some of the carbon atoms make covalent bonds with the SiO 2 substrate. In this way we found four different chemisorbed configurations of graphene (see Figure S14 and the corresponding discussion in the SI). Starting from them, we constructed continuous paths, in the configuration space, between the covalently bonded geometries and the geometry of the "perfect" graphene sheet placed far away from the SiO 2 surface. Then, we performed single point DFT calculations along these continuous paths, estimating the corresponding pressure, conditions show that the decay of the injected charges through the water adsorbed on the SiO 2 surface occurs in minutes, a few hours in the extreme cases.
[31] For electrochemical strain effects, the characteristic diffusion times are of the order of ~1 s. [32] Since our KPFM and Raman spectroscopy data were acquired two months after sample modifications (see Experimental section), in our case, these effects should be very weak. Another important effect to consider is flexoelectricity, which in general terms is the response of polarization to a strain gradient. [33] These strain gradients are known to be huge under an AFM tip, especially in our modifications, where we are applying extremely high loads. However, flexoelectricity is proportional to the permittivity of the material. [33] We observe that SiO 2 and graphene permittivities are low (ε SiO2 ~ 4, ε Gr ~ 2-15), [34] whereas the permittivities of materials such as PbTiO 3 or BaTiO 3 , where flexoelectric effects have been observed, [33] are several orders of magnitude higher (ε ~10 We can envision some practical applications. In addition to the above-mentioned improved sealing of graphene blisters, [23] a direct consequence of the doping in graphene is the creation of low electrical contact resistance areas, [35] already observed in conventional electrostatically-doped graphene in transistor configurations. [14] In order to confirm that the ultrahigh pressure modification of the graphene doping level was reflected in the electrical contact resistance, we carried out conductive AFM (C-AFM) experiments on our samples ( Figure 5 ). In these measurements, a first macroscopic electrode was in electrical contact with the graphene flake (see inset in Figure 5b) . A metal-coated AFM tip acted as a second mobile electrode, which allowed mapping of the current variations in the different regions of the graphene flake (see Experimental section for further details). Figure 5a and 5b show simultaneous topography and current maps of modified areas under a 35 GPa pressure, indicating a clear increase in the measured current. Since the current is simultaneously acquired in both pristine and modified regions, with exactly the same scanning parameters and bias voltage, we can attribute this current increase to a decrease of the contact resistance between the tip and the modified areas. From the current variation in Figure 5d , a sizable ~35% improvement for the resistance is found. 
Conclusion
To end up, we would like to remark that the presented method could be extended to other 2D materials and van der Waals heterostructures and related systems. The improvement of the contact resistance in selected areas through the controlled doping effect opens the possibility of obtaining similar currents but using lower voltages, which might allow a remarkable reduction of the power consumption of future graphene-based electronic devices. 
Experimental Section
Pressure calculation. A simple estimation of the pressure was performed following the Hertz model. [36] Figure S11 shows schematics of the AFM setup with a diamond tip. The contact radius ρ between a sphere and a plane is then given by:
where F is the applied force, R the tip radius and E * is the effective elastic modulus 1/E * = 1/E tip + 1/E sample . The mean contact pressure P exerted on the sample by the tip was We employed a single crystal diamond tetrahedral pyramid SCD15/AIBS probe from MikroMasch (www.spmtips.com). The nominal cantilever length and width were 125 and 35 µm respectively. It presented a resonance frequency of 320 kHz in air, a Q factor of 480 and a force constant of 32 N m -1 (calibrated using the Sader method [37] ). The nominal tip radius of the SCD15/AIBS probes was < 10 nm, although this value was not reliable since the tip apex was easily splintered, reflected in unstable images. We performed force vs. distance curves and scans in contact mode at high loads on a diamond surface until the tip presented stable imaging. At this point, we calibrated the tip radius by imaging carbon nanotubes of different heights, [38] obtaining a value of R = 42 nm ( Figure S12 ) that remained stable for months. We have also successfully tried high-density diamond like carbon spherical tips B50 from Nanotools (www.nanotools.com), with a nominal force constant of 40 N m -1 and a nominal tip radius of 50 (± 5) nm, obtaining similar results (see Figure S13 ), although their long-term durability compared to the single crystal diamond tips is lower.
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). We carried out AFM measurements using a Cervantes
Fullmode AFM from Nanotec Electronica SL. We employed WSxM software (www.wsxm.es) both for data acquisition and image processing. [39] In order to avoid sample damage, we took topographic images before and after modifications in dynamic mode with an amplitude set point of 25 nm (cantilever free amplitude 30 nm).
We determined the deflection sensitivity of the optical detection system by performing force vs. distance curves on the substrate, which we assumed was non-deformable in the distance range we used, and measuring the slope of the curves in the contact regime. [40] We typically Raman spectroscopy. We acquired Raman spectra two months after sample modifications using a WITEC/ALPHA 300RA Raman confocal microscope (Witec GmbH, Ulm, Germany) at ambient conditions. The setup was equipped with a 600 lines mm -1 grating and a Nikon 100× objective (NA = 0.95), which enabled micro Raman with a laser spot diameter of ~ 300 nm.
Samples were mounted on a piezoelectric stage, providing nanometer resolution to acquire spectra in very precise locations. The laser wavelength and power were 532 nm and 1 mW respectively. We used an integration time of 0.5 s per spectrum and a single accumulation for all the measurements. Raman mappings were carried out under these conditions with a step size of 100 nm. For the spectra shown in Figure 2a , we acquired Raman mappings and averaged the spectra from the central areas (∼ 300 x 300 nm 2 ) of the modified regions, which meant averaging 9 spectra.
Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM).
The same setup used for AFM imaging allowed KPFM measurements. We employed ElectriMulti75-G probes from BudgetSensors (www.budgetsensors.com), with nominal stiffness and resonance frequency of 3 N m -1 and 75 kHz respectively. We performed simultaneous dynamic mode AFM for the topography and Frequency Modulation mode for the KPFM. [41] For the topography, we used an amplitude set point of 15 nm (cantilever free amplitude 20 nm), whereas for the CPD we employed an alternate bias voltage of amplitude 3.5 V and frequency 7 kHz. To have a well-defined potential reference, we electrically grounded the flake through the Exfoliated Graphite Flakes (EGF) soft-electrode procedure [42] to provide a stable potential reference. We performed KPFM measurements two months after sample modifications in an inert Ar atmosphere to avoid CPD shielding by the presence of an adsorbed water layer on the surface. [43] Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations. We performed DFT calculations using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method, [44] as implemented in the plane-wave based code VASP.
[45] We adopted the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), using the PBE functional, [46] to describe the exchange-correlation energy. We used the PAW method to represent the core electrons and a high plane wave cut-off (700 eV) to account for short C-O bonds. We included weak dispersion forces (necessary to properly describe graphene stabilized by van der Waals attraction) using the Tkatchenko-Sheffler method. [47] In all calculations, we set the tolerance in the electronic self-consistent cycle to 10 -5 eV, using
Gamma centered Monkhrost Pack grids [48] characterized by (at least) ∆k < 0. Figure S14 and the corresponding discussion in the SI), characterized by being either highly reactive, or fairly stable.
[49] For the adsorption calculations, we chose not to saturate the dangling bonds (where applicable) with H atoms in the surface on which the graphene layer was to be adsorbed. In the supercell calculations, we chose the starting positions as follows: in a small fraction of the supercell (a (1×1) SiO 2 unit cell) the graphene coordinates were set to the position of the covalent bonds. In the rest of the cell, the dangling bonds of the substrate were saturated by H atoms, whereas the coordinates of the graphene atoms were gradually set to higher distances from the surface. In all the calculations used in this work, we have determined the final atomic arrangement by a full geometry relaxation of all the coordinates of graphene and of the topmost SiO 2 unit in the slab, which means (depending on the surface terminations) at least 1 Si layer, 2 O layers and all H atoms, where applicable. We continued the geometry relaxations up to the point at which the maximum total force on the active atoms was less than 0.01 eV/Å.
Estimation of pressure through DFT. Given a geometry configuration in which graphene
(perfect or distorted) is placed over SiO 2 , the pressure necessary to keep graphene in that configuration can be estimated. Finally, in all pressure vs. z plots, we determined the z coordinate as the z average over all C atoms.
Scanning X-ray Photoelectron Microscopy (SPEM).
We performed the experiments at the ESCAmicroscopy beamline, [50] receiving synchrotron light from the Elettra storage ring in Trieste (Italy). The monochromatic X-ray beam was focused on the sample using a Fresnel zone plate combined with an order-selecting aperture. The sample-illuminated area had a diameter around 150 nm and was raster scanned with respect to the microprobe.
Photoelectrons were collected with a Specs-Phoibos 100 hemispherical analyzer and detected using a 48-channel electron detector. [51] The electron analyzer axis was fixed at 30º
with respect to the surface normal, in order to enhance the surface sensitivity of the instrument.
SPEM can be performed in imaging spectromicroscopy and micro spot spectroscopic modes.
The imaging spectromicroscopy mode probes the lateral distribution of elements by collecting photoelectrons with a selected kinetic energy window, while scanning the specimen with respect to the microprobe. The spatial variation in the contrast of the images reflects the variation of the photoelectron yield, which is a measure of the local concentration of the corresponding chemical species. The micro spot mode is identical to the conventional X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) technique. In this mode, energy distribution curves were measured from the illuminated local micro spot area. In general, spectra in the micro spot mode had longer acquisition times and a better signal-to-noise ratio than SPEM images.
In this work, we acquired spatially resolved photoemission spectra of selected regions and chemical maps with 0.2 eV energy resolution by using 500 eV photon energy. The core level binding energies were calibrated using an Au reference.
Deconvolution of C 1s Core Levels:
We fitted the line shape of C 1s core levels using a Shirley background and asymmetric singlet pseudo-Voigt functions. We optimized the fit using a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with a routine running in IGOR Pro (WaveMatrix Inc.). [52] We judged the quality of the fit from a reliability factor, the normalized χ . No D peak is observed at any pressure.
Charge effects in SPEM data
Although graphene flakes were always electrically grounded, charge effects produced by the highly focused beam were observed in some cases, probably due to a poor contact with the ground electrode. In these cases, the C 1s peak position changed as a function of beam exposure, even for successive accumulation scans on the same spot. Data shown in this paper do not present charge effects. 
DFT Calculations
Modelling of the SiO 2 surface. To model the SiO 2 surface in the DFT calculations we chose the (001) surface of alpha-quartz, which has hexagonal symmetry. Due to the particular atom arrangement, 3 different surface terminations are possible, which in general are rather reactive if the dangling bonds are not saturated ( Figure S14 ).
We also analyzed another rather stable surface, which is the result of a surface reconstruction. This surface termination is called "Superdense" and does not present dangling bonds. Graphene Adsorption Study. Regarding the adsorption of graphene on SiO 2 , it is worth mentioning that, due to the complexity of the experimental system under study (amorphous SiO 2 , high roughness of the surface, ambient conditions of the experiments…), a faithful ab initio simulation is not feasible. For this reason, we ran hundreds of unconventional DFT based geometry optimizations, in which we use extreme starting positions for the four surface terminations shown in Figure S14 . A non-perfect graphene layer (we added random displacements to each C atoms) was placed very close to the SiO 2 surface, at a distance of less than 1 Å. We deliberately chose not to saturate the dangling bonds of the surface. In this way we took into account the effect of the high pressure on both the graphene layer, by means of the random displacements, and on the surface, which presented high reactive centers.
Most of the geometry optimizations ended up with the physisorption of graphene. In several cases we found local minima, in the configuration space, in which some of the C atoms formed covalent bonds with the surface atoms; in most of them, the final graphene layer was heavily damaged. Among the others, we found four different covalently bonded configurations in which the carbon atoms were organized into a distorted honeycomb lattice of graphene (see Figure S15 for the geometry details).
To the best of our knowledge, at least two of them (the chemisorbed configurations Supercell Calculations. In the supercell calculations, we chose the starting positions as follows: in a small fraction of the supercell (a (1×1) SiO 2 unit cell) the graphene and surface coordinates were chosen so that the position of Figure S15 was reproduced; in the rest of the cell the dangling bonds of the substrate were saturated by H atoms, whereas the coordinates of the graphene atoms were gradually set to higher distances from the surface. As in the normal adsorption study, the system was then allowed to relax to the equilibrium position. Several geometry optimizations of this type were repeated, using the four different chemisorbed configurations of Figure   S15 , and changing the initial starting position for the C atoms that did not have chemical bonds. In most cases the geometry optimization ended in an equilibrium configuration in which no C-surface covalent bonds were present. This is mostly due to the fact that in the starting position, the C atoms that are not chemically bonded to the surface are on average repelled by the surface. The surface can be considered rather stable, because almost all the dangling bonds are saturated. As a result, the configuration in which graphene is flat far away from the surface (and the covalent bond disappears) is more energetically stable. However, two covalently bonded configurations survived this supercell test, namely the "Si-O-O-1N" and the "Superdense". In Figure 4 of the main text and Figure S16 , we collect the results for the "Si-O-O-1N" geometry. Figure S17 shows similar results for the "Superdense"
case. Observing that the (4×4) supercell has 128 C atoms, we see that the covalent contact of graphene with the surface is present if ~1% of the C atoms is covalently 
